
A new disease is sweeping 

through Binghamton. This one 

only affects real men. As 

students took off their eclipse 

glasses to gaze at the once more 

painful to look at sun, screams 

began to echo through 

Binghamton University’s Peace 

Quad as self-proclaimed “Alpha 

Males” began to realize that they 

in fact could not see. While some 

of these so-called “Alphas” 
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quickly caught on and began to pretend that they could, in fact, see by complimenting passing squirrels on their 

“nice asses,” others began to seek medical attention, worried about what side effects could come from this strange 

disease and whether or not it would take away their manhood. 

When interviewed, student Chad Swaggington was very passionate about staring into the sun, stating: “As an Alpha, 

we are obligated to stare at anything that won’t call the police on us.” Now facing permanent eye damage and 

potentially needing surgery, Swaggington was last seen by reporters screaming that he would lose his status as an 

Alpha, making him either a “Sigma” or a “Beta” Male. For other non-Alpha students of Binghamton, they reported no 

damage to their eyesight and an overall enjoyment of the solar eclipse. This “solar retinopathy” seems to be a disease 

only affecting Alphas with a range of side effects such as confusion, lack of rizz, inability to get those gains, and an 

overall lack of eyesight. Binghamton’s President, Harvey Stenger has issued a notice encouraging students with 

problems with their vision due to this eclipse to stay indoors should this be contagious and are questioned as to how 

they are reading this article. While our resident Alphas are out of commission, rumors are already spreading about 

who is going to replace these integral parts of our college experience. Sigma and Beta Males have been fighting one 

another for the chance to fill that void, location TBD.



WORLD NEWS AND US POLITICS
Just keep voting

Ripping That Ass Cart: Dispensaries Release Blend 
That Mimics Donald Trump’s Putrid Farts in Court

Celebrating both the momentous palindromic holiday that is 4/20/24 and Donald Trump’s hush money trial, dispensaries across the United States 
released a new strain of cannabis that combines various spices into a blend that perfectly captures the scent and sensation of the courtroom. 
Whether he is attempting chemical warfare as an act of protest or simply cannot contain himself remains unclear, but one thing's for certain: it is no 
coincidence that the Floor Action Response Team launched around this time. Officially titled “Donnie Danko” for its rankness, the product has 
already sold out in most locations selling it. Locations that do not sell it have not run out by virtue of not supplying it. For those that do, however, the 
political range of customers within the past 24 hours of its release has been shockingly diverse. 

“I hear that the secret ingredient is the actual air captured on site,” the self-identified republican Richard Rider told the BUTT as he exited Just 
Breathe, “which is why this is my second cart today. As I huff, I can feel myself emboldened by His power.” Rider initially evaded us once we revealed 
we were associated with a university since it’s “nothing but liberal indoctrination,” but once we returned with shades, a hat, and a trench coat, he 
opened up about his stance in life. “Normally, I can’t stand the sort of degenerates who do this kind of thing, but the state I reach when I hit a 
blinker is like no other. It’s truly some sort of… United States. Not the current one, though, since, again, it’s nothing but degeneracy.” In his spare 
time, Rider defends the questionable aspects of anime online. 

Others oppose Danko on the opposing other end of the spectrum. “In attempting to bank off Trump’s virality, head shops are doing nothing more 
than feeding into the machine,” Tristan Tankie told the BUTT along the Spine, “I call it ‘Brapitalism’ because that’s exactly what it is.” A mutual of 
Tankie’s was quick to state that “There is no ethical consumption under Brapitalism” and that “this is intended to mock Trump,” wherein another 
chimed in to state that “Satire requires a clarity of purpose and target lest it be mistaken for and contribute to that which it intends to criticize.” 
Already under the influence of this wicked concoction, our reporters fled the scene as this revelation set off a state of unwanted self-reflection. 

“I have no idea how this happened so quickly,” a Sacred Bloom employee revealed. “Between you and me, this stuff is probably —URK!” were his last 
words before another figure in a trench coat took him out with a blow dart to the neck. The toxicology report revealed that it contained 100% THC, 
making him the first person in recorded history to die from a marijuana overdose. Please pass the blunt this evening in his honor. 

By Helmcue Clamwax

“ What happened in the 1830s?
(Besides the racists). ”

“ Take MUS380B - Taylor Swift, 
21C Music to find out! ”

Don’t worry, they totally had silent films and this sort of fashion around then.



By Calvin Matthes



UNIVERSITY NEWS
If there’s anyone who can cover recent events with tact, it certainly isn’t the other publications

Connector Road Once Again Drivable During the Day - 
Salamander Death Toll Rises

On April 1st, Connector Road at Binghamton University has 

been made once again drivable during the day. This came as 

welcome news to commuters who can now expect to see the 

time it takes them to find a parking spot reduced in half 

down to just twenty minutes. Less excited about the 

reopening of the road, however, are our university’s 

amphibian residents, the salamanders, whose species 

undergoes a period of mass migration every year during the 

spring months and has benefited greatly from the roads 

being made inaccessible to drivers. Because the roads have 

been closed off since the beginning of March, Dean Stenger 

has decided that the salamanders have been given enough 

time to migrate by now. The administration has released a 

statement admonishing salamanders who “didn’t have the 

wherewithal to plan on migrating sooner,” and concluding 

that “if [they] get run over now, it’s not the University’s 

fault.”

Salamanders have since placed fault on the University and 

By David Belkin

have charged several students as well as Dean Stenger with the vehicular manslaughter of five salamanders. If the salamander-run courts find 

these defendants guilty, they will be doubtless sentenced to a lifetime of being forced to scout for moist logs the salamanders can sleep inside, 

and the defendants’ insects, crickets, and mealworms will be seized by the salamander-run courts for public use. The salamander lawyer arguing 

for the case, Attorney Sal A. Mander, spoke with the BUTT to give special mention to the black Binghamton Parking and Transportation Services 

van, who he describes as “the bane of [my] existence.” Mander went on to say “They do loops through Connector Road all day, morning to night, 

and will only ever find one person violating the parking rules. Most days they don’t even find anyone to ticket and just drive around aimlessly 

from morning to night, wasting gas and passing by the same trees and buildings over and over again, leaving salamanders in their wake. Is the 

one-hundred-and-sixty dollars a day these people get from charging commuters exorbitant fees for breaking arbitrary parking rules worth 

endangering the lives of countless salamanders?”

At press time, local stoner Ed Ibbles reached out to the BUTT and likened the whole salamander situation to the popular arcade game Frogger.

Don’t miss out on 
the third and 
last chance!

MAY 11TH
10 AM - 10 PM

BELOW THE SPINE
FIRST COME
FIRST SERVE 

Potassium Iodide 
● Great for the thyroid!
● Increases lifespan in certain conditions! 
● Approved by the Soviets!

Take it 
today!

Potassium iodide may cause hypothyroidism in infants, severe headache, soreness, weakness 
in the legs, irregular heartbeat, confusion, burning sensations in the throat or mouth, tingling 

in the hands or feet, dermatitis, salivary inflammation, gastrointestinal issues, allergic 
reactions, serious eye irritation, and/or rashes. Do no bring in contact with aquatic life. Do not 

take if you are suffering from myotonia congenita, tuberculosis, hyperkalemia, or kidney 
disease. Potassium iodide only works for people breastfeeding, under 40, and/or pregnant. Do 

not take potassium iodide if you have a known iodide sensitivity. Potassium iodide may not 
provide 100% protection and must be consumed either 24 hours before or 4 hours after 

exposure for key effectiveness. Preexisting thyroid damage cannot be reversed as potassium 
iodide does not provide treatment. Ask your doctor if potassium iodide is right for you.



Student Theatre Production Receives Radiant Reviews

They say that theater is a medium that allows the performers to spread emotion to the audience. By watching a live play, people can really feel 

what the characters feel. Incidentally, Binghamton University’s Hinman Production Company recently put on its production of Radium Girls. 

Written by the acclaimed playwright D.W. Gregory, the play follows the life of U.S. Radium Corporation president Arthur Roeder, specifically 

focusing on his involvement with the so-called Radium Girls (wink!) who were poisoned while painting glow-in-the-dark radium watches. 

People have been sharing their “glowing reviews” for HPC’s production with the BUTT, calling it “jaw-dropping,” “truly illuminating,” and “What 

the hell is this I didn’t sign up for this let me go please.” However, it turns out that some of the viewers who were there live may not be able to 

appreciate the show for much longer.

It started on the morning of March 24th, the morning after the final performance, when pre-med major Ray D. Ahm went to Decker Health 

Services complaining of general fatigue as well as pain in and around his mouth area. Chalking it up to ligma, Decker promptly sent Ahm away 

with a band-aid, an ice pack, and two Flintstone gummies. However, more and more students started coming in and reporting similar 

symptoms. Medical professional Nadia Dachter expressed her bamboozlement to the BUTT, saying that “We had never seen anything like it 

before. We were forced to chalk it up to severe anemia and make those university students pay copious amounts in hospital bills. What more 

could we have done?”

Since the illness doesn’t appear to be contagious, some conspiracy theorists are chalking it up to the glow-in-the-dark paint used to portray the 

radium during the play. In an interview with co-directors Chloe Feinberg and Ivan Kraszynski, Feinberg denied these allegations, explaining that 

“At HPC, we only purchase the highest quality props, costume pieces, and especially paints. I mean, that shit was so fucking expensive. Who 

charges over a hundred dollars for a quart of paint? It’s really […]” She continued to ramble on for several minutes. When our interviewer asked 

Kraszynski if he had anything to add, Feinberg pretended to punch him over and over while saying, “Yeah, pookie! What do you have to say?” 

Kraszynski only stared our interviewer in the eyes with a haunting expression for several seconds before saying, “This year isn’t looking so good 

for you.”

With that, our interviewer decided to quickly file a few restraining orders and then get some info from a few cast members. Clarissa Glick, one of 

the cast members who was completely new to HPC, claimed that “Sure, some of [the production team] may be terrifying, but I don’t think they’d 

try to poison anybody. Well, probably not, anyway. Dinner tasted a little funny last night.” When prompted for an interview, all HPC company 

president Pam Goldfarb ever had to say about it was “No comment.” And with that, the cause of the illness remains unknown, but we do now 

know one thing: a hundred dollars for paint? I mean, what the fuck is that? How could anyone…

By Andrew Schiller



OPINIONS 
Like a blowhole, everyone’s got at least one

Neuralink: Best Brain Chip on the Market, or Is It All in 
Our Heads?

Getting used to the Neuralink interface was difficult at first. I wound up accidentally sending several risky texts to my gynecologist and I could 

never figure out how to shut my ringer off while studying at the library. What’s more, using my microwave caused me to black out and by the time I 

came to, my burrito was all cold again. My friends also accused me of twitching while repeating phrases such as “B-Buy Tesla stock” “E-Elon Musk is 

the almighty creator” but I have no recollection of it so this isn’t as big of a deal. When I contacted Neuralink Customer Services to make them aware 

of these issues, the customer service representative said that she couldn’t hear me over the noise of everyone else on the shuttle I was riding asking 

me why I was talking to myself and asking whether I was “crazy.”

The best part of Neuralink is how the chip is designed to learn about its users over time so as to predict what functionality its users might tap into 

next. For example, every time my friends and I try to go to Jimmy’s on a Saturday night, Neuralink orders me an Uber and sets it to arrive once we 

have been there for thirty minutes. Getting Neuralink has also made driving my new Cybertruck a breeze because now I can drive with my eyes 

closed! I blinked too fast one time and it began playing Mr. Beasts’ new video which made my drive a lot more fun.

Neuralink also has functionality with Tinder and lets me tilt my neck to swipe the direction I want to for the guys on my feed. After a night of 

wading through the poor selection at Binghamton University, my neck has become permanently tilted to the left.

Maybe my biggest issue with Neuralink is how it always forces me to watch a thirty-second ad before letting me pee. This is intrusive enough on its 

own, but what’s worse is that usually these ads are either for Dasani Water or about booking a trip to visit Niagara Falls.

Overall, I would urge all of you to get Neuralink at your earliest convenience. I’m completely tapped into my cellular devices and wouldn't want it any 

other way. Thank you Mr. Musk!

By Gabby Cafaro

Yes, the rumors are true…I am the first person to get 

implanted with Neuralink!

Neuralink is an implantable chip made by Elon Musk 

that enables action to be taken from thought in order to 

provide users with mobile devices or computer control 

wherever they go. I got tired of carrying around my 

computer so I thought why not? (Important: Elon Musk

definitely DID NOT offer me a Cybertruck in exchange for my consent to receive the implant). At a medical facility supervised by Elon Musk and 

Neuralink, I underwent a procedure to literally insert the Neuralink microchip inside of my body. The nurses at Neuralink cautioned me that if I 

was put under during the course of the installation process, it would be harder for my contacts to transfer over, so I stayed awake. Several days later, 

I became the first person on Earth with a Neuralink chip inside of them! I was nervous about how the scar on my forehead looked after the surgery, 

but the nurses assured me that people would just assume I had a lobotomy instead.



7. Purple: While 

it’s one of the 

more exotic 

flavors of paint, 

purple paint just 

isn’t very good. 

While it’s not the 

war crime that is 

green paint, 

purple paint is 

linked to 

eggplant, beets, 

and other 

vegetables and 

produce. Not 

terrible, but it’s 

the best bad 

flavor of paint.

6. White: White 

is the first flavor 

of paint that 

isn’t bad. Like 

black paint, it 

has a very 

neutral flavor, 

but it is more 

appetizing 

because of how 

similar it looks 

to milk, rice, 

coconut, and, of 

course, yogurt.

5 and 4. Orange and Yellow: It’s a 

tie! If you only have orange and 

yellow paint to choose between, 

it’s honestly up to personal 

preference. They are similar in 

taste, but they each have their 

own distinct hints of different 

foods. Orange is slightly more 

acidic because it reminds the 

eater of such fruits as orange, 

mango, and papaya. Yellow paint, 

on the other hand, is slightly 

more savory as it mostly 

resembles a cheesy substance. 

You can’t go wrong with either 

one.

1. Pink: I'm a Barbie girl, in the Barbie 

world! Life in plastic, it's fantastic! You 

can brush my hair, undress me 

everywhere... Imagination, life is your 

creation! I'm a blonde bimbo girl in a 

fantasy world - dress me up, make it 

tight, I'm your dolly! You're my doll, 

rock'n'roll, feel the glamour in pink. 

Kiss me here, touch me there, 

hanky-panky! You can touch! You can 

play! If you say: "I'm always yours" (ooh, 

oh)...

Op-Ed: Cancel Culture is Over. Let’s Start Branding 
People.

By Sue Donim

If you’re as chronically online as I am, you’ve probably seen a new celebrity get canceled each week. Whether it's because of questionable old tweets 

or concerning political views, it seems that Hollywood’s grip on the masses has been shaken. This increased concern about people’s actions has 

spread to college campuses, including our beloved Binghamton University. It’s difficult to find any group or individual on campus who has not yet 

found themself entrenched in some sort of controversy, and it's even more difficult to figure out exactly what to do in these situations.

While the idea of “canceling” certain groups may seem appealing, I have come up with a far better solution, a solution that would assuredly prevent 

anybody from committing further wrongs. We need to start branding people. I don’t necessarily mean branding wrongdoers’ skin with hot irons, 

although this is a promising option, but instead branding people Scarlet Letter style. Imagine a campus where, when you meet someone, a big red 

letter has been sewn on their shirt that perfectly explains all of their personal failures. Imagine it now: B for “bitch who cuts in line at Einstein;” D 

for “deodorant rejector;” S for “smoker who repeatedly sets off the fire alarm in their building;” F for “frat boy;” and SA for “one of the bastards who 

is responsible for an increase to the activities fee on our semester bills.”

I wholeheartedly believe that Binghamton’s community would do nothing but benefit from this idea, as we would know exactly who to ostracize and 

throw tomatoes at on our walks to and fro the lecture hall. If you agree with me, email President Harvey Stenger to share your opinion (and don’t 

forget to address him as President Stengie in your greeting- he refuses to read any email that doesn’t).

AN OPEN LETTER TO XYUINWXRTCBELYDUQR
ATTENTION XYUINWXRTCBELYDUQR, 

DO NOT THINK THAT YOUR ACTIONS HAVE GONE UNNOTICED (Clash “hey” sound effect). YOU ARE THE AUTHOR OF THE VERY FIRST 
COMMENT ON THE BINGHAMTON UNIVERSITY TIMES-TRIBUNE WEBSITE.¹ FIRST AND FOREMOST, I WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE 
YOU FOR THIS AMAZING ACHIEVEMENT THAT ONLY ONE PERSON CAN EVER ACCOMPLISH. 

HOWEVER, I CANNOT TAKE THE INSULT THAT YOU HAVE THROWN AT ME LYING DOWN. YOU SEE, IF YOUR FEEBLE MIND CAN EVEN 
RECALL, REMEMBER THAT YOUR COMMENT WAS MERELY A GIF OF THE SCENE FROM SPONGEBOB WHERE THE FUNNY FISH SAYS, “Oh 
brother, this guy stinks!” (foghorn sound effect). IT IS NOT TRUE. I DO NOT STINK. BY POSTING YOUR OFFENSIVE AND HATEFUL COMMENT, 
YOU HAVE MADE THE ENTIRE WORLD THINK THAT I STINK, WHICH IS MOST CERTAINLY NOT THE CASE. JUST YESTERDAY, SOME 
CHILD POINTED AT ME, TUGGED ON HIS MOTHER’S SLEEVE, AND SAID, “Look, mama! That’s the guy from Binghamton University’s only 
intentionally satirical newspaper who got violated by a comment on his latest article!” DO YOU KNOW WHAT THINGS LIKE THAT DO TO A MAN? 
I CANNOT TAKE THIS KIND OF SLANDER (train whistle sound effect). 

AS A CONSEQUENCE FOR YOUR HEINOUS ACTIONS, I WILL BE USING THE BUTT WEBSITE TO SEARCH FOR YOUR IP ADDRESS, HOME 
ADDRESS, AND ANY OTHER ADDRESS THAT I DEEM RELEVANT TO GIVING YOU A KNUCKLE SANDWICH (LEGO Star Wars building sound 
effect). AFTER GIVING YOU SAID KNUCKLE SANDWICH, I WILL CONTINUE MY REVENGE BY FINDING ALL OF YOUR PERSONAL 
INFORMATION AND POSTING IT ON THE INTERNET SO THAT OTHERS MAY JOIN ME IN MY CRUSADE TO PROVE ONCE AND FOR ALL 
THAT YOU ARE WRONG AND THAT I DO NOT, IN FACT, STINK.

IF YOU WISH TO AVOID THIS FATE, YOU MAY FIGHT ME DIRECTLY TO SEE WHICH ONE OF US IS RIGHT AND WHICH ONE OF US IS YOU. 
WE WILL HAVE A TRUE MEETING OF THE MINDS, IF YOU WILL. YOU MUST SEEK ME OUT BY GOING TO CW123 AT 8PM THIS COMING 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17TH.² IF YOU DO NOT ATTEND, THEN I AND ALL OF MY READERS WILL CONSIDER YOU A COWARD AND A LITTLE 
BABY. THE CHOICE IS YOURS.

SINCERELY,
ANDREW SCHILLER

¹ The comment in question was not actually the first comment on the site. Rather, Andrew was merely on hard drugs when he wrote this letter.
² Xyuinwxrtcbelyduqr did not, in fact, attend the April 27th BUTT meeting, and is thus a coward. We were keeping tabs as we moved locations.

AWESOME GROUPS

TO SUPPORT ORGANIZATIONS SUCH AS THIS ONE THANK YOU GUYS :3



ARTS AND CULTURE
Now we can witness Aang crank crisp 90s

Following the trailer release for the Roku original 

docuseries WWE: Next Gen, professional actor and 

executive producer John Cena revealed his future 

involvement in the 97th annual Academy Awards 

ceremony: “This year was just an appetizer… I’ll 

definitely be showing hole next time.” This revelation 

was completely unprompted and BUTT staff was sent 

to his office in Roku City for further inquiry after our 

surveillance cameras picked up this juicy 

announcement.

Presenting the award for Costume Design in the nude 

one time around was not enough for neither The 

Champ nor his fans. “I now wholeheartedly believe 

that men are utterly inferior” said swathes 

“I’ll Definitely Be Showing Hole Next Time” - 
John Cena Opens up for 2025 Oscar Plans

of viewers following the initial broadcast of Cena’s humiliating display of pure musculature, “and in doing so I carry a militant will to spread 

cultural emasculation across all mediums.” The main means of doing so, of course, would be an enriched encore. 

“Yeah, I wasn’t too well known before that whole skit,” Cena admitted to a BUTT reporter, “so in performing this humiliation ritual for the Satanist 

Hollywood elite I’ve really gained quite some favor. I mean, I got this new show and everything! So now I’m ready for a hole skit. Maybe throw some 

sack action in there too.” The reporter attempted to crack a joke about how he was practically invisible prior to the ceremony since no one could see 

him and that he may appear as a floating butthole to the audience because of it, leading Cena to silently lift him by the neck and perform a 

chokeslam. “No one gets to say that but me. And don’t get me wrong, buddy. I’m showing hole for the love of it first and foremost. The rest is just a 

bonus. Now get lost before I give you a Cleveland Steamer.”

★ Proficiency in Photoshop preferred but not essential since we’ve been using a free app 
for a whole semester and this print was made with Google SLides (isn’t that nuts?)

★ Would be producing ~5 edited images a week give or take, more or less
★ Looks great on a resume if you spell our name out in full!

Send your inquiries to 

TheBingBUTTEditor@gmail.com 

today!

By Helmcue Clamwax

Interested in getting involved? Please consider the following: 

mailto:TheBingBUTTEditor@gmail.com


LAS VEGAS, NV— On April 10th, reports began to circulate that professional football player OJ Simpson had died from a bout with prostate cancer. 

While many Americans were all too quick to believe the coroner’s diagnosis as to OJ Simpson’s cause of death, many others, including this 

journalist, express skepticism that prostate cancer was responsible. Just because OJ Simpson had contracted prostate cancer over a year ago does 

not mean that his death could not have been caused by something else like pneumonia or smallpox. And, though no reports can confirm or deny 

this, it is entirely possible that the enlarged prostate found on OJ Simpson’s person used as evidence in the trial could have been planted on him by 

an overzealous doctor. In a joint statement written by the American Medical Association (AMA), several concerned medical professionals and 

academicians have cautioned that if Prostate Cancer were to have been found guilty of murdering OJ Simpson, it would give off the impression to 

American citizens that all tumors caused by prostate cancer are malignant. It was a heated and personal trial, but Prostate Cancer was fortunately 

acquitted of all murder charges after the revelation that the exam gloves did not fit.

Prostate Cancer, since the acquittal, has released a book in a further attempt to fall back into the public’s good graces again titled If I Were Contracted. 

The book details how Prostate Cancer, if it were to have been contracted by OJ and killed him, which Prostate Cancer vehemently denies, but if it 

were to have done so, the cancer would have begun by increasing the amount of prostate-specific antigens in OJ’s blood before turning into a tumor 

that would have taken over the entirety of OJ’s body. In its book, Prostate Cancer contends that if it really were to have been contracted by OJ 

Simpson that the retired football player would have been so frightened as to have “pissed himself.”

At press time, Prostate Cancer’s book has received widespread criticism as many readers expressed concern that the description as to how the 

tumor would have taken over OJ Simpson’s body felt “way too elaborate and thorough to have been written by someone who wasn’t responsible for 

the murder.” Supporters of Prostate Cancer’s innocence, meanwhile, just believe that Prostate Cancer is not a good writer whose words should be 

taken too seriously and that Prostate Cancer should just stick to creating tumors inside of people’s prostates.

Prostate Cancer Framed for Death of OJ Simpson
By David Belkin

Dearest consumer reader whom we adore,

Would you be interested in a 3D BUTT keychain?

Do as we did and pledge your eternal fealty to…

Imagine this design 3D printed with a little 
loop on the top for you to attach to your 
keys. You could even thread it through 

your earrings, or perhaps another 
accessory. The possibilities are truly 
endless with a 3D BUTT keychain!

Purchase one today. If you don’t want to 
thread your items through the designated 
key loop, you can always use the plethora of 

openings available on this wonderful 
product. 



Quiz
Do the Creatures of the Forest Love Me?

6. What is your favorite holiday?
A. Valentine’s Day
B. Thanksgiving
C. Leif Erikson Day
D. Pi Day

7. If a chipmunk revealed to you that it can sing, how would you respond? 
(Choose up to 2).
A. Devote at least 40% of my waking hours to thinking about this.
B. Exorcise it ASAP.
C. Capture it with the intent to exploit it for your own gain.
D. Sing back at it louder, so that it understands that it is not special.

8. Would you rather fight 100 squirrel sized bears, or one bear sized squirrel?
A. 100 tiny bears
B. 1 larger than average squirrel
C. What does this have to do with their affection? Sometimes people who love 
each
other fight, but as long as they are respectful and understanding of the others
concerns, it isn’t necessarily a problem.
D. I would rather fight both options at the same time.

9. How many fun facts about squirrels do you know?
A. One, I just don’t feel like telling it right now.
B. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Squirrel
C. I know lots of things about squirrels, but none of what I know is fun.
D. That they hibernate?

10. What should you do when you see a wild animal?
A. Give it space, don’t damage its habitat, and back away slowly if needed.
B. Give it space, don’t damage its habitat, and back away slowly if needed.
C. Give it space, don’t damage its habitat, and back away slowly if needed.
D. Feed it several illegal substances, wait for them to kick in, and release it in the
nearest available dining hall.

Fellow students of Binghamton, spring has snuck up on us once again, and all of 
its wonders are here! I know that we’ve all been missing joys such as pollen, 
unpredictable weather, and mud that you sink up to your waist in. And yet, with 
the season, a certain undeniable anxiety fills each and every soul on campus, 
spiking every time they spy a chipmunk, hear a bird call, or trod upon yet another 
earthworm.

The question is this: Do the woodland creatures we share a campus with have 
room in their miniscule hearts for you and me? Fear not, oh reader, for the 
Binghamton University Times Tribune has crafted a rigorous examination of 
whether your actions have earned you the highly conditional love of our 
forest-dwelling friends!

By Yuri Mumm

1. Have you ever littered in the Nature Preserve?
A. No
B. No (but I will litter anywhere else).
C. I exclusively take my trash there to dump it in the 
pond.
D. What’s the Nature Preserve?

2. Which of these things sound like the most fun to 
you?
A. Sleeping when it is cold outside.
B. Smashing my face repeatedly into a wooden 
object.
C. Feeding the squirrels used cigarette butts.
D. Committing ecoterrorism.

3. Would you still love your partner if they were a 
worm?
A. No, worms are icky, and belong on wet asphalt for 
me to squish.
B. Depends on the type of worm.
C. Jokes on you, I don’t love them now!
D. I am not in a relationship. :(

4. What type of animals have you hugged before? 
(Select all that apply)
A. Deer (Also the ticks on it- I have Lyme disease).
B. Woodpecker, and I have the scars to prove it.
C. Frog (Royalty status optional)
D. Frat Guy from Long Island.

5. Who is your favorite author from this list?
A. Rachel Carson
B. Jane Goodall
C. Ted Kaczynski
D. Snoop Dogg

Check 
BUTimesTribune.com to 
discover if you’re worthy 

of my love today!

We will determine who you are for you

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Squirrel


1. You wake up in the morning; what’s the first thing you do?
A. Hit the griddy
B. Listen to Julia Ragbeer’s discography
C. Take a sip of flavored water out of Stanley cup
D. Watch the latest Costco guys TikTok

2. Your favorite meme format includes:
A. AI generated images that progressively get more AI generated
B. This 97 year old diner selling coke the old fashioned way
C. Depressing slideshows with relatable captions
D. Troll face

3. Pick the range of hours most applicable to your average screen 
time:
A. 18-20 hours
B. 10-12 hours  
C. 7-9 hours 
D. <5 hours 

4. You open TikTok; what is the first video on your fyp?
A. Alpha Male gymtok 
B. Matt Rife comedy special with a split screen playing an episode of 
Family Guy
C. Chamoy Pickle Kit Review 
D. 10 year old Sephora girl GRWM 

5. Which trending sound on TikTok resonates with you the most?
A. Ian x DJHOLIDAYY unreleased song 
B. Travis Scott FEIN Rizzlerremix
C. I LUV IT Camilla Cabello CupcakKe remix
D. Not telling you! I'm gatekeeping it 

What Level of BRaiN R0t Are You On?

6. When you hear the name “Baby Gronk,” what comes to mind?
A. Fanum tax exceeded unc status
B. He rizzed up Livvy Dunne (Level 10 Gyatt) 
C. Baby Gronk mentioned W
D. Uhhh Gronk had a baby?

7. Pick a #Sigma
A. Patrick Bateman 
B. The Joker
C. Thomas Shelby 
D. What’s a Sigma? (Erm, what the Sigma? Check the front page!)

8. Fill in the blanks: "Sticking out your _____ for the rizzler. You’re so 
_______, you're so Fanum tax. I just wanna be your _____." 
A. gyatt; skibidi; Sigma 
B. pingas; skibidi; gyatt
C. butt; ugly; unc
D. tongue; pretty; sweetheart 

9. Who’s your favorite character in the TikTok Rizz Party lore?
A. Turkish Quandale Dingle 
B. Blue Tie Kid
C. White Shirt Guy
D. Random Guy 

10. It’s Saturday night in Ohio; how do you spend it?
A. Gooning, edging, and mewing all at once
B. idk but I'll only be able to do it in Ohio
C. Leave 
D. I heard Ohio State has a great football team! 

Are you locked in? This is where you can finally put your cognitive decline 
to the test! Find out if those “harmless” hours scrolling through Instagram 
Reels affected your brain development at all. 

By Gabby Cafaro

Binghamton University Bookstore
We’re selling everything at full price - 

Buy one, get one!

Check 
BUTimesTribune.com to 
see how 𝓯𝓻𝓮𝓪𝓴𝔂 you truly 

are…

Note: If your brain resembles the depiction on the left… 
You might want to seek medical attention!
Eeeyowch!

https://www.butimestribune.com/home/hashtags/sigma


Across
 2. The gaseous state of economics
 4. The end of the road in the form of a road
 6. An old sign that one may be experiencing brain rot
 7. A disease only affecting Alphas
 9. What they're pumping the dining hall milkshakes with
 10. A proposed alternative to "canceling"

Down

 1. An absolute and utter coward
 3. Both a potential murder victim and a really funny 

show
 5. Something that has no reason to be so expensive
 8. John Cena will be displaying this soon
 

Want the path to salvation? 
Scan here…

All characters and events featured in this publication are fictional.
Any references to real people, places, or things are purely made in jest.

 This publication was made possible by the Student Association at Binghamton University

Start at the large 
dot and… Well… 
Figure it out 
from there! 

Help Baxter escape the confines of 
time and space!

Check your answers at 
Google.com!

Pulled a fast one on you. 
It’s actually 

BUTimesTribune.com…
We like to have fun here.

Your Ad 
Here!

Prices start at $2,000

The entirety of Franz 
Kafka’s Metamorphosis 
for those that need it…

“
            

”

Use your business skills to solve this!

No numbers or 
any other funny 
business this 
time.

Find clues in the articles to solve this!

Hints to Guide Your Search for the Clues!


